Kinetics of T lymphocyte responses to persistent antigens.
Long term sequential study of immune responses in the same individuals is difficult from the time commitment required and the problem of maintaining enough subjects to provide for comparative analysis. We closely studied one hundred women with silicone mammary devices through cross sectional analysis up to 26 years post implantation and a similar sample of women to 6 years post explantation. The T cell index, calculated from tritiated thymidine incorporation during lymphoblast transformation, rose to a post implant peak at 10.5-12.0 years, falling progressively over the next 14.0-15.5 years to values indicative of probable immune quiescence. Post explantation, the index rose over the first 3 years and then sharply declined to within the range for unexposed controls. The shape of these time curves contains considerable information referent cell dynamics for both stimulatory and inhibitory factors and for demonstrating net group effects, appropriate to analysis in the cross sectional perspective. When a subset of four women was studied frequently and sequentially up to 8 years, an internal oscillatory pattern emerged, focusing attention on both the stimulatory and the inhibitory aspects of long term clonal expansion. IL-2 has stimulatory and inhibitory properties at different levels of production and is considered a prime candidate as the essential cytokine. The equations have details, however, which require exploration beyond any such provisional conclusion. The analytic process was aided by normalization of oscillatory data to eliminate subject variability and by Pareto optimization to assess the trend shown by normalization. Pareto analysis revealed two minimally coordinated oscillations, one over time and the other along net clonal expansion or decline of the siloxane specific T lymphocyte clone. The segments of the time related oscillation greatly exceeded the reaction times of cytokines currently known to be active in T cell regulation. Although the ultimate controlling factor(s) may be cytokine or chemokine combinations, the data are compatible with some more basic regulatory factor(s) of cell integrity, including limits on the number of cell divisions which can be sustained in long term immunopathic lesions, among other processes.